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Djibouti has been recognised as the top container
port in Africa and 61st globally by the World
Bank and IHS Markit’s latest global Container
Port Performance Index. Djibouti’s investment in
ports and
djibouti ranked top port in africa in world
bank and ihs markit report on container
ports
BL Media has named Stanley Black & Decker
(NYSE:SWK) to its annual 100 Best Corporate
Citizens ranking, recognizing outstanding
stanley black & decker named to 100 best
corporate citizens ranking for the second
year in a row
BL Media has named Hasbro, Inc. (NASDAQ:
HAS), a global play and entertainment company,
to its annual 100 Best Corporate Citizens
ranking, recognizing outstanding environmental,
social and governance
hasbro named to 100 best corporate citizens
list for 10th consecutive year
Fast forward to the end of the decade to 2020
and OECD aid has held up remarkably well,
increasing slightly to 0.32 per cent. But our aid
has plummeted to 0.19 per cent of GNI. That
Australia has been
australian global aid – land down under
almost rock bottom in global rankings
Recently, the UAE was ranked No.1 overall as
the most competitive emerging market in the
GCC, according to the annual Agility Emerging
Markets

uae excels in key global competitiveness
metrics
For the second consecutive year, 3BL Media has
named ADM (NYSE:ADM) to its annual 100 Best
Corporate Citizens ranking, recognizing
outstanding environmental, social and
governance (ESG) transparency
adm named to 100 best corporate citizens of
2021 list for second year in a row
Just 20% of C-suite positions at the top 20 forhire logistics firms are held by women — but
logistics has more women leaders than business
at large.
power players: 17 powerful women leading
top logistics companies through the shift to
e-commerce
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has
transformed the business environment for varied
organizations worldwide. Today, more than ever
b
goodfirms revealed the latest list of top
supply chain & logistics companies for
varied industries - 2021
The World Logistics Passport (WLP), a unique
loyalty programme established to increase
trading opportunities between emerging
markets, is expanding in Vietnam. The Vietnam
Logistics Business
world logistics passport expands in vietnam
The World Bank and IHS Markit just released
their new global Container Port Performance
Index, which identifies critical gaps and
opportunities for improvement in port
operations. With four-fifths of
asian ports dominate global container
port
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Application Performance Management Market to
see Huge Growth by 2025 Hewlett-Packard
Microsoft Riverbed Technology
application performance management
market to see huge growth by 2025 |
hewlett-packard, microsoft, riverbed
technology
AvAir, an industry leading inventory solutions
provider for the aviation aftermarket, continues
to receive global recognition with CEO
avair ceo mike bianco recognized on "ceo of
the year" rankings
A new report has revealed that Samsung is
expected to retake the lead in the semiconductor
supplier rankings in the second quarter of this
year. The news arrives as Intel is projected to see
samsung to retake lead in semiconductor
supplier rankings in q2 2021: report
The vaunted 2018 National Defense Strategy
assumed annual defense budget increases of 3 to
5 percent, which is simply not going to happen –
not because the United States cannot
theoretically afford it
the 2018 strategy is unworkable. we need a
fundamental defense rethink
Major players in the scm software market are
SAP, Oracle, JDA Software Group, Inc. , Infor
Global Solutions and, Manhattan Associates. The
global scm software market is expected to grow
from $17.New
scm software global market report 2021:
covid 19 impact and recovery to 2030
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. - U.S. News & World
Report, the global authority in education
rankings, last week unveiled its 2021 assessment
of public high schools.
u.s. news releases 2021 school rankings
FIVE Philippine universities have made it to the
list of the world’s best in this year’s Times
Higher Education (THE) Impact Rankings, the
only global performance tables that assess
ateneo leads 5 phl universities listed in 2021
the impact rankings
Under U.S. News' 2021 rankings methodology,
the vast majority of all public high schools are
ranked. In coordination with North Carolinabased RTI International, a global nonprofit social
science
global-rankings-2018-logistics-performance-index

how u.s. news calculated the 2021 best high
schools rankings
Dubai: The World Logistics Passport (WLP), a
unique loyalty programme established to
increase trading opportunities between emerging
markets, is expanding in Vietnam – with the
Vietnam Logistics
dubai initiative world logistics passport
expands to vietnam
More than 17,800 schools are evaluated in this
year's rankings and performance on Advanced
Placement and International Baccalaureate
exams. The data used in this edition is from the
2018-2019
u.s. news announces 2021 best high schools
rankings
Trade enabler DP World has launched
DUBUY.com, a global wholesale e-commerce
platform. DUBUY.com is available first in
Rwanda with plans to expand across Africa and
around the world.
dp world launches e-commerce platform to
boost global trade
Ariana Grande is inarguably one of the biggest
pop stars on the planet right now, but her
performance on one Billboard chart she’s come
to know very well throughout the years is truly
impressive, even
ariana grande improves her already historic
performance on this week’s pop chart
"According to the research report, the global
Drone Package Delivery Market was estimated at
USD 528 Million in 2020 and is expected to reach
USD 6,773 Million by 2026. The global Drone
Package
at 53% cagr growth, global drone package
delivery market size & share will reach to
usd 6773 million by 2026: facts & factors
Egypt rose six places to number 14 in Kuwaitbased global logistics company Agility’s 9th
Emerging Markets Logistics Index for 2018
thanks and assesses the performance of 50
emerging markets
egypt makes largest leap among 50
emerging economies in 2018 agility
emerging markets logistics index
a global nonprofit social science research firm,
on the 2021 Best High Schools rankings. [See:
Top 25 Best High Schools.] The ranking
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methodology uses state education data from the
2018-2019
us news releases 2021 best high schools
rankings
CJ Logistics and CJ Logistics America CJ
Logistics provides integrated global supply chain
services, maximizing customer value through
continuous improvement and innovation. With a
focus on social
cj logistics america names kevin coleman
chief executive officer (ceo), canada
A closer look at the digital economy strategy,
compared with what other countries are doing,
shows we may not be so well placed after all.
digital economy: the budget spend needs to
be far bigger to stop australia from “sliding
down the rankings”
The dramatic rise in e-commerce amid movement
restrictions induced by COVID 19 increased
online retail sales' share of total retail sales from
16% to
global e-commerce jumps to $26.7 trillion,
covid-19 boosts online retail sales
Roadbull is pivoting to delivery of high-end
consumer goods, while Pickupp is offering
deliveries within a four-hour window.
se asia’s last-mile logistics players carve
their own niches as competition heats up
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Lineage Logistics, LLC
(“Lineage” or the “Company”), a leading global
temperature-controlled us offer clear insight into
our performance and our ambitions for
lineage logistics expands its european
logistics offering with the acquisition of uti
forwarding
Its ability to increase audience reach,
engagement and revenue performance is key to
its partnership with hundreds of media brands.
Location New York, N.Y. Vuesol Technologies is a
global

The halfway point of the 2021 professional
League of Legends season is upon us. This year’s
Mid-Season
dot esports’ official msi 2021 power
rankings
Bill Shuster brings significant government
experience in transportation and infrastructure
Miami, Florida--(Newsfile Corp. - May 10, 2021) Global Crossing Airlines Group Inc. (TSXV: JET)
(OTCQB:
global crossing airlines adds former
congressman bill shuster to its board of
directors
(Reuters) - Global equity funds lured massive
which would be the strongest performance for
the quarter since 2018. However, inflows into
Asian equities were the lowest compared to other
global equity funds attract biggest inflow in
three weeks: lipper
Purdue University routinely ranks highly in
accredited national and world university
rankings like the US News 12th; MBA in global
supply chain management/supply chain and
logistics, 15th; MBA in
world university rankings - university news
While HMM Co., formerly known as Hyundai
Merchant Marine, saw its stock value zoom
upward amid soaring shipping demands, market
responses remained divided on whether the
nation’s top shipper can
s. korea top shipper hmm sees boom amid
global demand surge
Lineage Logistics, LLC (“Lineage” or the
“Company”), a leading global temperaturecontrolled industrial Nordian Capital helped us
offer clear insight into our performance and our
ambitions for

top company cultures of 2018
Fitch Ratings has affirmed Teck Resources
Limited's Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR)
and unsecured debt and facili

lineage logistics expands its european
logistics offering with the acquisition of uti
forwarding
The magazine also lists Baylor University as No.
48 in the Best Colleges for Veterans ranking the
2018 survey » Read more about the 2019 survey
» School of Music The American Prize awarded
the

fitch affirms teck's idr at 'bbb-'; outlook
revised to stable
The first international League event of 2021 is
stacked to the brim with all manners of talent.

awards & rankings
QUEZON CITY, Apr. 23 -- Five (5) Philippine
universities are included in this year’s Times
Higher Education (THE) Impact Rankings, the
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only global performance tables that
Internationalization
5 ph universities ranked in the impact
rankings; tau only suc in world’s best
universities
Meanwhile, global e-commerce sales jumped to
$26.7 trillion globally in 2019, up 4 per cent from
2018, according to the latest available UNCTAD’s
director of technology and logistics. The
COVID-19

Additionally, United ranked No. 1 among global
carriers inNewsweek's2017 Global 500 Green
Rankings, one of the most recognized
environmental performance
united airlines launches eco-skies alliance
program
Global App Analytics Market Research Report
has In-Depth Proficient analysis of different
factors that analyse the

global e-commerce sales jump to $26.7tr,
online retail sales rise
Melbourne is the most highly ranked university
for the sixth year in a row, but Australia’s overall
performance Rankings released on Monday. This
is down from four in the top 100 in 2018.

app analytics market size 2021 global
industry revenue, business growth, share,
demand and applications market research
report to 2025
A plethora of positive data points reflecting a
buoyant Chinese economy was released late in
the week, particularly boding well for Chinese ecommerce companies like Alibaba Group.

australia had just two universities in the top
100
Additionally, United ranked No. 1 among global
carriers inNewsweek’s2017 Global 500 Green
Rankings, one of the most recognized
environmental performance assessments of the
world’s largest publicly

spring-loaded chinese internet stocks build
on bullish macro data
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call May 11, 2021,
8:30 AM ET Company Participants Rohit
Bhardwaj - Chief Financial Officer Scott Rook -

united airlines to lead switch to sustainable
aviation fuel
In 2018, we became the first U.S. airline
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